PROJECT CODE: P1083 - “ANTECEDENTS LEADING TO CAPACITY BUILDING OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS: A STUDY WITH REFERENCE TO WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS FROM DELHI/NCR”

ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE POST OF RESEARCH ASSISTANT/RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
Saturday, 1\textsuperscript{st} August, 2020

Applications are invited for the post of Research Assistant/Research Associate (purely contractual) in a ICSSR-IMPRESS-Indian Council for Social Science Research under Impactful Policy Research in Social Science sponsored project titled “Antecedents Leading to Capacity Building of Women Entrepreneurs: A Study with reference to women entrepreneurs from Delhi/NCR” under the supervision of Dr Meghna Chhabra (Principal Investigator), Associate Professor, Faculty of Management Studies, Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and Studies. The post is temporary and contractual. Following are the details of salary and eligibility:

a). Research Associate @Rs.25,000/- p.m. (Qualification – Post graduate in any social science discipline with minimum 55% marks and NET/SLET /M.Phil/Ph.D)

b). Research Assistant @Rs.20,000/- p.m. (Qualification-Ph.D./M.Phil./ Post graduate in social science discipline with minimum 55% marks

Desirable Qualifications: Research experience in the field of Social Science/Entrepreneurship with good publications record (SCOPUS, Web of Science etc.). Hands on experience on research software’s used in social science SPSS, NVIVO, R Programming etc.

Eligible candidates may send their applications along with updated CV and copies of all certificates by 15\textsuperscript{th} August, 2020 to email id meghna.fms@mriu.edu.in/meghnachhabra28@gmail.com. Only shortlisted candidates will be invited for interview. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

Dr Meghna Chhabra (PI)
Associate Professor, FMS, MRIIRS